
Power 1
Gender Cis Male

Sexuality Heterosexual

Plot Points 1

AdvantagesClose Range

Defense Value 7 7

Attack Value 3 7

Personality

Walk 11 m 21 m 63 m

Swim 2 m 5 m 14 m

Standing Jump 2 m

Defenses Motivations
Name Rank DV (Close) DV (Range) Notes

Weapons Complications
Name Rank AV Range Notes

Equipment History

Attributes 28 + Supernatural Powers 2 + Advantages 3 + Skills 17 = 50 / 50 (0 Unspent Experience)  Character Sheet Helper 1.13

    Hiding
    Shadowing
    Sneaking
Social
    Bribery
    Streetwise

Sebastien is good looking young man who 
wears second-hand suit jackets and pants, 
and white dress shirts. Whenever he is out, 
he carries his wallet, a cigarette case, a fancy 
ivory lighter (all stolen), and his mother’s 
rosary beads.  His lockpicking tools are 
hidden in his waistband.

Connected
Elusive
Master Plan

Normal Lift: 65 kg
Max Lift: 100 kg
Throws (25 kg): 3 m 

Sebastien has conflicting motives. On one 
hand, he is a devout (in his mind) Gallican.  
But stealing a bit from the wealthy in order to 
survive is just a way to put things right.  Plus 
everyone needs an adventure to keep their 
blood pumping. And when he is feeling too 
guilty there is always confession. 

Base
Move

Double
Move

All-out
Move

Subtlety: The character seeks to achieve 
their goals without attracting attention.
Adventure: The character has an 
adventurous spirit and rarely turns down a 
quest.

Sebastien was orphaned at a young age—his 
father (an officer) died in the war, his mother 
to an accidental fall shortly thereafter.  
Sebastien was raised in the Orphanage de 
Crozon run by the Gallic Church.  Like many 
of Crozon’s orphans, he became involved in 
petty crimes and fist fights.  In his mid teens, 
Sebastien began to see magical, religious 
visions, and they scared him, but he was 
savvy enough to know that reporting such 
things could lead to trouble with the Church, 
or worse the SIT.  Sebastien is well 
connected with the regular people of Crozon, 
and is known as a decent young man, though 
prone to getting involved in disreputable 
schemes.



Rough Magic Cheat Sheet
attribute rank + equipment rank = action value (or difficulty value)

2d6 + action value [+3 or -3] vs. 8 + difficulty value [+3 or -3]

A bonus is always +3. A penalty is always -3.

The attempt succeeds if the player's roll equals or exceeds the assigned difficulty.

Failure should never make the game less interesting.

Don't use the rules unless you have to.

Range Bands Endurance Levels
Close Combat Fist, knife, club

Fresh
Short (10 m) Pistol, flamethrower, grenade

Medium (50 m) Carbine, rifle
Winded

Long (500 m) Sniper rifle, shoulder-fired missile

Remote Long-range artillery, guided missile
Weakened

Task Difficulty Exhausted

-- Routine Perform a familiar task under ordinary conditions

Defeated
3 Challenging Perform a familiar task under hostile conditions

6 Demanding Perform an unfamiliar task under ordinary conditions

9 Frustrating Perform an unfamiliar task under hostile conditions

12 Nigh-impossible Perform an unfamiliar task under nightmarish conditions

Objects Extreme Success
Bonuses and Penalties Characters Objects

SKILLS Fresh Intact

Attempt fails
Character attempts a non-Athletics skill roll while sprinting Winded Scuffed

GM deems the task impossible Weakened Damaged

Action penalty (-3)

Character attempts an Athletics skill roll while sprinting Exhausted Broken

Character attempts a non-Athletics skill roll while running Defeated Destroyed

Character attempts a task while distracted

No bonus or penalty (+0)
Character attempts an Athletics skill roll while running 0-2 1

Character attempts a task in which they have the general skill 3-5 2

Action bonus (+3) Character attempts a task in which they have expertise 6-8 3

Attempt succeeds Character attempts a routine task 9-11 4

COMBAT

Recovery
Attack fails

Attacker can't perceive defender

Attacker is sprinting; attack is ranged

Defense bonus (+3)

Defender has cover

Defender is prone; attack is ranged

Defender is running or sprinting

Attack penalty (-3)

Attacker is distracted

Attacker is restrained

Plot PointsAttacker is running; attack is ranged

Attacker is sprinting; attack is close combat

Attacker is surprised

Attacker is using a sweep attack

Attacker is using a two-handed weapon with one hand

Target is beyond effective range of the weapon

No bonus or penalty (+0) Attacker is running; attack is close combat

Attack bonus (+3)

Attacker is ramming the defender
Inspiration

Defender is distracted

Defender is prone; attack is close combat

RallyDefender is restrained

Defender is surprised

Defender can't perceive attacker

Retcon

Attack succeeds Defender is helpless or unconscious

Only one bonus or one penalty applies to the action value, and only one bonus or one penalty applies to the difficulty 
value. If both a bonus and a penalty apply, they cancel out and are disregarded.

The character is well rested and hasn't been injured: they are alert and ready for 
trouble.

The character has exerted themselves: they have met the opponent blow for blow, and 
they are ready for more.

The character is suffering. They have given the fight their all, but they have a little more 
to give.

The character is at the limits of their endurance: they can speak and take roleplaying 
actions, but any other action, including combat, incurs a penalty.

The character is beaten: they are unable to move or take actions. If they are conscious 
at all, they can respond (slowly) only if another character engages them in 
conversation. Furthermore, the character may have lasting reminders of the battle. 
They may be scarred by burns, they may have lost a limb, or they may have suffered 
some other disfiguring injury.

If the player rolls three or more over the target 
number, the character achieves an extreme 
success. The target loses one endurance level 
for each three the roll succeeds by.

Attack Roll
Succeeded By

Endurance
Levels Lost 

Normally, an injured character recovers one endurance level they have recently lost after they have had 
a chance to rest and recuperate for half an hour or so. After that, the character recovers additional 
endurance levels only with extended rest and medical care. With rest and medical care, the character 
will regain one endurance level per day; without it, they will regain one endurance level per week.

Automatic 
Success

The player spends a plot point, and their character succeeds at the current task. This 
can be a skill roll, or it can be an attempt to hit in combat. If the player wants to check 
for extreme success, the player should roll as usual: anything less than extreme 
success is treated as a normal successful roll. The GM may forbid the use of a plot 
point to achieve an automatic success if the task is simply impossible. An automatic 
success lasts as long as the effects of the roll would normally last.

When all else fails, a player can spend a plot point to make an intuitive leap and 
receive a hint from the GM on what to do next. 

Spending a plot point allows a character to rally and immediately recover one 
endurance level they have recently lost, as though they'd had a half-hour's worth of 
rest.

A retcon changes the past in some way that supports the current needs of the plot. This 
can involve the realization that a needed resource is available, but had previously been 
overlooked ("Oh, what I wouldn't give for a holocaust cloak"), or it can take the form of 
a character revealing a previously unknown era in their history, thus giving them new 
background skills ("As a matter of fact, I spent a full year studying the somatic language 
of Oculan."). A retcon could also be used to apply a character's skills and abilities in a 
way that makes it seem they planned ahead in a particularly cunning way, such as 
having already established a false identity as a caterer in order to sneak into an 
exclusive banquet. Retcons are essentially permanent.


